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Abstract. This position paper provides an overview on my interest in the phenomenon of serendipity and underlying insights, and the main research projects related to its support in movies and multimedia, mainly through the access, visualization and discovery of information and their relations in unconventional ways. One example of serendipity in the path of this research is described.
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1 Serendipity-Related Interests

I am interested in understanding the serendipity phenomenon and its potential, and in exploring the design and evaluation of interactive systems to encourage and support serendipity and insights, especially in, or starting by, interactive multimedia spaces and movies.

We have been witnessing a rapid growth of video-based multimedia spaces that are getting richer and more accessible everyday over the Internet and through iTV. Video itself is a very rich media type, including images, audio, and sometimes subtitles, that change in time. Some researchers have emphasized the importance of developing methods to extract and highlight interesting features in videos, to summarize and visualize them, helping to deal with this complexity, to express its richness, to find meaning in information, and to help finding information. I believe that this approach, enriched with some support for finding novelty or the unexpected in serendipity browsing, can lead to insights, creativity and significant discoveries.

In the ImTV project, about on-demand immersive-TV for communities of media producers and consumers, the support to finding relevant and possibly unexpected video-based content created by traditional producers or the users can be of great value. For example, the crossmedia e-iTV system [1] has been designed in this context to generate via iTV, PC and mobile devices, personalized web contents, to be further accessed, anytime, anywhere, from any one of these devices. When watching a TV program or a video, the viewers can select topics that are presented and that catch their attention in the video content (e.g. what the characters are talking about), or information about the program (e.g. actors, director, shooting locations), and get a
short piece of information right away or get a more detailed webpage, later on, created with information about all the items selected during the viewing. It addresses the need to explore what catches the viewer's attention, possibly capturing a serendipitous connection, with the flexibility to support the most adequate cognitive modes for the viewer in different contexts of use.

In video spaces, movies have been receiving a special attention in our research lately, especially in ImTV and VIRUS projects. Movies have a great power to express and induce emotions. They can influence our mood, our health, inspire us and they can create a difference in our lives [2]. In this context, we are working with the aim to catalog, access and explore movies based on their content, and the emotions expressed in the movies or felt by the viewers [3], [4], [5]. Viewers can get overviews of the movies in these different perspectives (e.g., audio events, audio mood, topics or sentiment in subtitles, and felt emotions) at the level of the movies space or the individual movies, can compare them, and access related information. This approach may support insights [6], [7], [8] about one movie or the relations among movies, by providing information and overviews that are usually not available or explicit, and visualizing them in innovative, personalized and possibly inspiring ways [3], [4], [5].

This work comes in the sequence of previous and related work, e.g. [9], [10], [11], where the focus in cognition, affect, aesthetics, creativity and meaning has been serendipitously coming into the picture.

2 Example of Serendipity

For more than a dozen years, I have been conscious about serendipity in my life, although the first contact I had with the concept was under the name of synchronicity [12], [13]. By then, I had the notion that it had been there all along, but I just did not know it was a concept with a name and a recognized value beyond that of coincidence, and found it quite interesting and meaningful. Aligned with this expanded notion, that only after watching the 2001 movie Serendipity I discovered it had this other name, I started to become more aware of this phenomenon in my life. So, there are some serendipitous experiences that I could tell, but I decided to focus on the one that attracted me to this workshop and got me writing about this topic.

Although I have had such experiences in my life, affecting my personal and professional life, serendipity was never explicitly a topic of my research. But the idea had already popped in my mind occasionally, and especially after seeing other areas I treasured ‘coincidentally or not’ becoming more present in this context. However, this one seemed too remote. Then, last September, while zapping on TV, I saw a Portuguese professor and researcher in computer science that I know being interviewed. This was enough to stop zapping for a while. Then I understood he was talking about serendipity, and that was enough to have me watching the rest of the interview. He had been researching in this topic - so it was possible. But I understood it was in the context of search engines - not so much my research area.

About seven months later, when going through the INTERACT webpage, a conference I was already going to attend, the title of this workshop “Encouraging Serendipity in Interactive Systems” caught my attention, so I read about it and
watched the video on the page. The concept was being approached from and HCI perspective, closer to my field of research. But since I was not working specifically in this topic, it was still a remote idea to participate in the workshop. Later, I came back to the webpage to check other info and noticed it again, and the deadline: it was the same date as another conference I was planning to submit a paper to – so definitely out of the question. When I was writing this very paper, working on the related work, I came across a paper [14] and a PhD thesis [15] that caught my attention, focused on music collections, exploratory and... serendipity browsing. From this perspective, more related to what we were doing, this concept and our work started to have a new meaning, closer and more aligned, and I ended up writing about serendipity browsing in a paper [5] for the first time in my life. Also, I noticed that this work referenced a paper [6], and this author’s surname sounded familiar, but I was not recognizing the ‘bell that was ringing’. The next day, I received an email announcing a one week extension for the deadline of this workshop, making it feasible. And when I revisited its website, I partly recognized the bell from the previous day – that paper was from one of the organizers. But I had the feeling I knew the name for a longer time, another context, but where and when? – then, suddenly, it all became clear; yes I knew that name, not from that website alone, I had met the author personally at the ACM Hypertext conference one year ago, in a different area and unaware of this other common interest we shared in different contexts. The way this all happened caught my attention, made it more meaningful, and hinted for some new perspectives about what I was already doing and might do in future research, and definitely about the possibility to participate in this workshop after all, and find out what’s around the next corner.

This was a serendipitous experience itself, due to the accidental nature, the delight and surprise in the events, when pursuing something else, and the unexpected connections and insights that followed. As Pasteur stated: “chance favours the prepared mind” [16]. I was already aware and fond of serendipity and working at the underlying domain of interactive information systems. But there was an incubation period [7], [8] since I grew this interest in my personal life, till I realized the possibility to support it and research it from my professional activity, with some triggers in the way helping to make the bisociations [8], [17] and creating the conditions to make it happen. In this process, I came to realize that to some extent I was already working in the support for serendipity, but just didn’t know it. And this insight of awareness created a new perspective and direction.
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